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Dear Reader,

 

Thank you so much for purchasing the "Resume and Cover Letter Optimization Playbook."  This playbook is rich with information to help you improve your

resume and cover letter to increase your chances of landing interviews.
 
This playbook was especially exciting for me to create as I've spent 20 years in recruiting helping companies hire thousands of people. I've viewed millions

of resumes and seen people struggle to land jobs because they don't understand the hiring game. In my previous roles, there was never enough time to help

every applicant and explain where they were going wrong.
 
I started PathMatch to help you, the job seeker. The job market is competitive and job seekers need as much of a competitive edge to get through any hiring

funnel.  Like many, you probably got some help writing your resume.  The only issue is that most people providing resume writing help often don't

understand the underlying systems your resume and cover letter go through to get to a Hiring Manager. 75% OF RESUMES SUBMITTED ARE NEVER
READ BY A HUMAN.  Yep, let that sink in. Most people write their resume for the human reader.  But, if you can't get your resume past the Applicant

Tracking System (ATS), a human will never lay eyes on it.  And once you do get your resume in front of a Recruiter or Hiring Manager, they only spend

roughly 6 seconds scanning to decide what to do next.
 
This playbook will take you through the exact process we've used to help our clients increase their resume response rates exponentially.  You'll learn how

to optimize your resume and cover letter to improve your chances of landing interviews at great companies.

 

Ready?  Turn that page and let's get started.

 

Nancy Soni

CEO @ PathMatch

Follow us @thepathmatch
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Does your resume look like this?
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Or this?
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Are you scratching your head thinking
these resumes actually look pretty good?

If so, you're not alone.   
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THE HIRING FUNNEL
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The Hiring Funnel
Most people approach their job search linearly.  They think about themselves, but rarely give much thought to others in the hiring process.
Getting an understanding of how you fit in and what you're going up against should give you a better understanding of what you need to do to
stand out.

TOP OF THE FUNNEL

RESUME SCREENING

PHONE/VIDEO INTERVIEWS

ONSITE INTERVIEWS

FINAL INTERVIEWS

OFFER

01 When a company posts a position online, it generally receives roughly 1000+ views.  In a decent economy, roughly 250+
people  will submit their resume.  During a recession, it's double (500+ resumes). 

02

03

04

When applicants submit their resumes, those resumes are stored in an Applicant Tracking System (ATS).  A recruiter will go through the
ATS and sort resumes by ranking before deciding to reach out to applicants.  Often, the ATS screens out 70-80% of resumes received.

Depending on the role/company, anywhere from 4-15 candidates will receive invitations for an initial interview.

From the initial round of interviews, usually 4-6 candidates are invited to the next round of interviews.

05

06

Companies may invite 1-3 finalists to come back to meet with executives prior to making a decision.

Companies may invite 1-3 finalists to come back to meet with executives prior to making a decision.
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APPLICANT TRACKING
SYSTEMS
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Big companies get thousands of resumes each week (a reported
50,000 per week for Microsoft and 75,000 per week for Google).
There's no time for a human to go through each one. The ATS cuts
approximately 75% that don't match the required criteria, making it
easier and faster for recruiting professionals to reach out to those
who seem like a match.

OVER 75% OF RESUMES SUBMITTED
ARE NEVER ACTUALLY VIEWED BY A
HUMAN
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WHAT IS AN
APPLICANT
TRACKING
SYSTEM
(ATS)?

For every position posted online, employers receive hundreds
(sometimes thousands) of resumes/applications.  To screen this large
volume of resumes efficiently, many employers use software called
Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS) to help them manage the entire
recruiting process, from receiving applications to hiring employees.
The information is stored in a database and is used for screening
candidates, applicant testing, scheduling interviews, managing the
hiring process, checking references, and completing new-hire
paperwork.
 
Once collected, the data provided by candidates for each position can
be easily reviewed by the employer’s recruiter(s) and others involved
in the hiring process. 
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ATS can help employers more efficiently and accurately identify qualified
candidates, saving them time and money. 
 
An ATS also delivers a highly-organized accumulation of all data, so
recruiters, hiring managers and others can review the same information,
communicate with each other, coordinate and schedule interviews, and
keep the process flowing. Just as companies use software applications to
keep track of relevant information on their customers, using similar
software to organize information on prospective employees makes sense
for employers.
 
Information submitted by candidates who are not chosen for one position
remain available and can be reviewed at a later date for other positions
that become available within the organization.

WHY DO
BUSINESSES
USE THEM?
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of Fortune 500 Companies
use an ATS

99%
of Large Companies use an

ATS

75%
of Small Businesses use

an ATS

50%
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When applicants apply for a job online, their contact information, experience, educational background, resume, and cover
letter are uploaded into the database. Resume parsing is the process in which technology extracts data from resumes.
This means that the job of the parser is to extract key components of your resume and place it into predetermined
sections in the ATS so a recruiter can easily read and extract what they need to determine whether or not you're a fit.

Company recruiters can review the applications, search for pertinent keywords for a particular job opening,
including job skills, former employers, years of experience and schools attended. An ATS may score applications
and rank more qualified candidates based on the employer’s criteria; a resume containing more designated
keywords will be ranked higher.
 

How Applicant Tracking  Systems Work

PARSE

RANK

TRACK AND STORE
ATS track candidates through the entire interview process so companies can analyze their candidate pool, how long it
takes to fill a role, and other hiring metrics.
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How a Resume
Gets Parsed into

an ATS

The software parses the
text from your resume

and inputs it into the
corresponding field in the

ATS.
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Sample View of What a Recruiter Sees in an ATS
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HOW ATSs SCORE YOUR RESUME
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ATS are designed to look for specific keywords, meaning good candidates who don’t use the right keywords or format their resumes correctly
might slip through the cracks and not get noticed.  Some systems will eliminate candidates if they can't interpret a scanned resume properly.
This can happen if a resume looks slightly different than what the system is programmed to understand or if the resume is more complex than
it can interpret.
 
The way in which your resume is written, not the information it conveys, is what the technology actually uses to decide who is the best match.
As a result, most companies have thousands of resumes sitting in a database that they’ve never looked at.  In fact, 75% of resumes submitted
are never seen by a real person.
 

 
ATS can vary greatly with respect to how they rank resumes.  Some are more sensitive than others based on the
algorithms and technologies used to develop them and how old the software is. This makes it tough for applicants.
 

You might have been rejected for a job/internship before a prospective employer even laid eyes on your resume.  It's a
harsh reality, but the advent of online applications and digital resume submissions have made it easier for applicants to
apply for jobs/internships, expanding the number of resumes that employers receive.

Drawbacks of Applicant Tracking Systems
ACCIDENTAL ELIMINATION

100+ DIFFERENT ATS

ONLINE JOB BOARDS MAKE IT EASIER FOR ANYONE TO APPLY
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So, if the job of an ATS is to
screen and rank your resume,
how do we get your resume
past the initial ATS screen?
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12 TIPS TO GET YOUR
RESUME PAST THE ATS
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List of the most commonly used ATS

Years the company
started

Notice
anything?

Hint: Most of the top ATS
companies were started over 10

years ago.  The algorithms written
to analyze and parse resumes were

mostly written back in the 1990s
and 2000s.
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What does this mean for you?

Most of the commonly used ATS software was written in the late 1990s and 2000s.  During these years, the prevailing format people
used to create their resumes were Word documents.  Therefore, the resume parsing algorithms were written to process and read
text. 
 

Word doc = Text
 
Adobe Acrobat, the program used to create PDF files used to cost $700 to download, making it too expensive for most people to
purchase.  Adobe made it free around 2006 and adoption grew massively.  But...the algorithms required to read and process PDF are
different than those of Word docs.

 
PDF = Image + Text

 
The newer ATS software has been written to process both file formats.  But, as you can see, there are fewer ATS companies that have
been started over the past 10 years...and therefore fewer companies that use their software.

1. Formatting: Word > PDF

So, if you send your resume via PDF to a company that started before 2010,
there's a large possibility the software can't read and parse it sending your

resume to the bottom of the stack.
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WHAT IS RESUME PARSING?

Submit your resume in .doc or .docx format.

If you use PDF format, make sure you export it from a word processor.  DON'T scan your resume into an image.

Use ONE standard font throughout your resume.

Don't use WordArt.

Don't use tables and columns as the ordering of sentences can get jumbled.

Resume parsing is the process by which technology extracts data from a resume.  The job of the parser is to extract key components

from your resume, such as your name and email, the school you went to, degree, skills, and work experience and convert it into a

format that can be searched, filtered, and transcribed into a uniform digital applicant profile.  

 

To parse resumes, you need to analyze and extract text.  Your resume, with it's soft pastel font colors, fancy fonts and WordArt

headings may be a true work of art, but to a resume parse, they look like incoherent noise.

 

When you create a customer banner in Photoshop with your name and contact details and paste the image into your resume, a

resume parser programmed to extract text can't extract an image.

 

To save yourself from accidental rejection:
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To a human, this looks great.  
 
To an ATS, not so much. There
are many components of this
resume that an ATS can't
parse...making this person a 0%.

This is a pretty good
looking resume, isn't it?
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An ATS may not be able to
read or parse it...

Your resume goes to the bottom of
the pile where a recruiter is unlikely

to ever see it...and you never hear
back.

PDF Format

Looks great! But...

Which means...

27



Word Format
This resume may not look

as "designed", but...

It will get parsed easily by
the ATS.
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Make sure your bullet points are perfectly round. 

Opt for the circular-shaped symbol or something similar. 

Avoid using arrows or other intricate symbols for your bullet points, as many Applicant Tracking
Systems will translate those into a garbled mess.

 

 

2. Watch your Bullet Points

Plain text Word documents (.doc or .docx) are usually the most easily digested by ATS.  PDF documents can be
troublesome for some ATS as their algorithms often can't parse them properly.  

Use a font size of at least 11 points and margins of at least one inch on all sides.

Avoid PDF, HTML, Open Office, and Apple Pages formats.  

But, if you're really stuck on sending a PDF version of your resume, use this rule:
Companies that started after 2010 using Greenhouse, Lever, or Jobvite --> Okay to send PDF 
Companies that started prior to 2010 and have over 500 employees --> stick to Word

 

 

 

 
 

1. Format: Word > PDF (continued)
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SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization.  It's the process of getting websites indexed or found in the
results of search engines like Google, Bing, or Yahoo.  

An ATS uses similar algorithms to rank resumes and the more keywords in your resume that match the job
description, the higher your resume ranks as they search and go through resumes. A website can have great
information, but if it doesn’t include the phrases a searcher would look for, it won’t be found. Similarly, your
resume should include terms that align with those recruiters and employers use.

To find the right keywords to use, take a look at the job posting you're applying to, plus others that are
similar to the position you are seeking. Search for job listings that match your background and experience
and look to see what they all have in common. 

Look for keywords that you see in multiple job listings and incorporate those into your resume. Make a list
of keywords and phrases used to describe the ideal candidate and incorporate them into your job application
materials.

Include unique keywords.  Rather than using a generic keyword over and over, take a good look at the job
posting you’re responding to and find the unique keywords the employer is using over and over. Then be sure
your resume has them, too.

Use your unique keywords in your skills summary, but make sure you’re including them in the body of your
resume as well. This will add strength to your keyword usage.

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3. Search Engine Optimize your resume - Include Relevant Keywords
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It's not enough to just sprinkle a few keywords on your resume and expect to score well in an ATS search.  You need
to include the right keywords throughout your resume and phrase them correctly.

Format your keywords to echo the original job description exactly.  To an ATS, there is a difference between
“Microsoft Word,” “MS Word,” and “Word”).

Make sure you use the exact match of the job title that you are pursuing whenever possible.  ATS software often
gives a higher score to resumes that include an exact match job title.

Use keywords contextually. Weave important keywords in your work experience, accomplishments, and skills section
rather than just listing a long list of keywords.

Variety of keywords - If there is more than one way to describe a skill or accomplishment, be sure to include both
options on your ATS optimized resume.

Use about 25-30 resume keywords. However, be sure that the keywords are used in a natural way that will make
sense to a human recruiter.

Depth in Keywords - Place important keywords throughout your resume to show length of time you've used a specific
skill or area of knowledge.  ATS software can look for the duration of your experience with a specific skill by
comparing the relevant keyword in a job description with the dates that go with that particular job description.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. SEO Your Resume - Keywords
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It might not seem like a big deal, but the font you pick for your resume can have a huge impact on your chances of scoring your
dream job.
ATS often don't recognize uncommon fonts and reject your resume immediately, simply because they can’t parse the text.  Using
the wrong font can result in the ATS converting your resume incorrectly, showing important information as tofu, the term used for
those blank boxes that replace letters, numbers, and other characters when the font doesn’t render.

4. Font Matters

Best Resume Fonts
There’s a psychology to fonts that allows you to control some of the perceptions a reader might have of you based on your
resume. 
Stick to fonts that are ubiquitous, available on most word processing programs, and easy to read.  Remember, your resume is
often being parsed by algorithms/software, so if the algorithm doesn't recognize the font, your resume automatically gets
rejected.

 Serif Fonts: Ideal if you're applying to highly compliant, regulated, or formal fields like finance, law, or engineering
Cambria
Garamond
Georgia
Palatino
Times New Roman (though often considered outdated and disliked by many recruiters because it's tougher on the eyes

 
Sans Serif Fonts: More modern, clean look; better for innovative and newer fields

Calibri
Arial
Helvetica
Tahoma
Verdana
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Include a skills section or a summary of qualifications to list keywords for assets that you might have
difficulty fully supporting through descriptions of the positions /internships you’ve held.  This skills section
allows you to further SEO your resume.

 

5. Include a Skills Section

7. Skip Abbreviations
Abbreviations can be missed if they are not programmed into the ATS, so play it safe by spelling out words
completely.

8. Write out all Acronyms
Even if an acronym is well known (for example, BMW or IBM), it may not be recognized or categorized
correctly by an ATS.

To avoid misunderstandings, always spell out the acronym first before including the acronym
 

9. Don't use the Header or Footer areas
Headers and footers are best left empty (leave your contact information out of there!) with standard 1-inch
margins. 

6. Use a Professional File Name
JaneSmithGoogle.docx is a great file name, unless she accidentally sends it to Amazon. A few ATS, like
USAJobs and Greenhouse, include the file name in their portal, which means the hiring manager at Amazon
will not be too pleased with Jane Smith…
While many ATS have stopped making file names visible to hiring managers, some still do. For professionalism
sake, it’s good practice to save each file with your first and last name (e.g. janesmith.docx).
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There are several different acceptable ways to phrase headings within your resume (for example,
“Professional Summary”, “Career Summary”, “Work Experience”, "Qualifications", "Education", and “Work
History”). Whatever titles you decide to use, be sure to stick to these standard headings so ATS algorithms
understand how to parse your resume.

By over-customizing your resume headings (for example, using “About Me” and “Accreditations”), you make
it more difficult for Applicant Tracking Systems to parse your resume. ATS are typically unable to recognize
nonstandard headings, and as a result they’re unable to sort the content appropriately in their databases.

 

 

10. Use Standard Resume Headings

11.  List the Names of Your Employers first
This is a big deal for ATSs. When they see a date before the employer, they get confused and reject resumes.

12. Be careful about Extra Spacing Between Words
ATSs are picky about keywords–really picky. A few of the top ATSs, including Bullhorn and Greenhouse, will not
even recognize multi-word keywords if the words are separated by extra spaces. 

For example, “product marketing” will be recognized as a complete skill but “product  marketing” will not because
there is an extra space hiding between the words.

Double and triple check your spacing, especially between multi-word keywords.

 

 

13. Don't include an image or photo on your resume
The image can throw off ATS parsing.  Plus, if a recruiter wants to see what you look like, they'll go to LinkedIn.
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He has a ton of relevant
experience and his resume is rich
in keywords.  But submitted to a
large number of ATSs, his
resume may work against him as
there are many graphics that
older ATSs may not be able to
parse. 
 
 

Here's the resume of a very
qualified software engineer
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14. Avoid italics, underlining, characters, and fancy formatting 

16. Date formatting is important
Some of the major ATS, like Jobvite and Taleo, most accurately parse dates in the format of MM/YYYY (e.g.
"06/2019").  Most ATS will also accept the format of "June 2019".

Make sure you always use both the month and year.  Only using a year can cause confusion. For example,
iCIMS (used by Verizon, Tory Burch, SiriusXM, RiteAid, and Peets) automatically assigns a start date of
January 1st to any work experience that only has a year.

 

Avoid italics and underlining as ATS often have difficulty with italicized or special characters, such as ampersands
and accent marks.
You're better off being extremely simple about resume formatting to ensure your resume is read correctly by an
ATS.

17. Avoid Graphics, Charts, and Tables
Many ATS cannot read tables, charts, or graphics which can lead to major parsing errors, which then can
result in your resume automatically being rejected because the system can't process it.

Resume templates often use formatting tricks that are invisible to the eye, but are very real to the ATS and
can often trip up the ATS.

15. Do NOT use resume templates
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What happens to tables and columns in an ATS?

Parsed Resume

This is a resume that uses a table to divide the information into two columns.  Here's what the parsed version looks like submitted to a popular
ATS, Lever.  

 
The table allows a lot of key information to be packed into the top half of the first page of the resume. On the left is the work experience.  On the
right are additional skills, certifications, and education. 
 
The ATS recognized the experience section and attempted to rebuild it, however it merged the two sides of the table. The work experience is
combined with miscellaneous skills and qualifications. Even worse, some lines are completely missing.

Original Resume
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We know to read the left side of a table and then the right side, but ATSs aren’t programmed to do that. Instead, most ATS read top-to-bottom,
left-to-right, no matter what.  This causes problems for tables and columns created in Microsoft Word or Google Docs, or text fields in design
software like Adobe InDesign.
 
When an ATS bulldozes through your table or columns, the good news is that the text will typically still be searchable. That said, if your parsed
resume doesn’t make any sense, a recruiter might just move on to one of the dozens or hundreds of other applicants rather than try to sort out
your garbled resume.
 
Some other issues that can be caused by poorly parsed tables and columns include missing sections or unsearchable resume keywords. For
instance, a keyword could get merged with another word ( ex: “engeeringThe”) or a multi-word keyword like “customer service” could get split
up.
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We just got your resume through the first screen.
 

On to the next obstacle...the Recruiter.
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What does a Recruiter do?
A recruiter's role within a company is to fill open positions.  But, when it comes to selecting the right
candidate for the job, the recruiter's job is to rule you out, not in.
 
Here's what a typical day might entail:

Meet with multiple hiring managers to review the status on open positions 

Post various jobs on their site/job boards

Go through the ATS to view resume submissions (sometimes hundreds per day)

Reach out to candidates to schedule phone interviews

Source and directly recruit candidates 

Conduct phone interviews 

Share resumes with hiring managers

Schedule follow up phone and in-person interviews 

Coordinate in-person interviews internally

Greet candidates as they come in

Gather feedback after interviews

Prepare and negotiate offers
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THE AVERAGE RECRUITER/HIRING
MANAGER SPENDS 6 SECONDS READING

A RESUME.
 

That’s right! 6 seconds. You’ve got just moments to make a lasting
impression and make sure that your resume lands in the “Yes” pile as

opposed to the “Rejected” stack.

 

With all that going on...
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What Recruiters Look for in a
Resume
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A job board called TheLadders conducted a study of professional recruiters and
monitored their eye movements over a 10-week period, using a scientific technique
called 'eye tracking’.
 
In this 2017 study, researchers recorded their subjects’ eyeball movements, what
they zeroed in on, and for how long.
 
The study examined specific behaviors of recruiters as they screened resumes and
interviewed candidates, looking for what caught their attention and what was
overlooked. Recruiters looked at both paper resumes and online credentials.

TheLadders Study
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Your most recent
role/experience

Relevant keywords

Personal online footprint

Education

In 6 seconds, here's what Recruiters
look at:

Skills

Have you caught
our attention?
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What gets Recruiters to continue reading...

Well-organized, simple, and consistent formatting
Easy-to-read typography
A resume that's easy to follow; the easier to read, the
better

APPROPRIATENESS FOR THE ROLE
Relevancy to the job description and requirements
Relevant titles and skills needed for the role
Software/technical skills related to the role

LinkedIn profile that is engaging and built out with
extensive detail - this is where you can add more
personality and creativity
Online portfolio, website, GitHub, Dribble accounts

Location - do you live locally or plan to live in the location
I'm recruiting for?
Eligibility to work in the US

Recruiters usually know of the companies that tend to
have stringent hiring criteria.  If you've worked/interned
with Google or Goldman Sachs, you likely went through
a fairly rigorous screening.

FORMATTING

COMPANY RECOGNITION GENERAL LOGISTICS

COMPLEMENTARY ONLINE PROFILES RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Company recognition
Awards and major accomplishments
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Most job seekers don’t consider an email address as an obstacle.
However, using an AOL, Yahoo, or cable/internet provider email
address can give the impression that you’re outdated or not tech-
savvy.
Older email service providers have subpar spam filters, so you
could also miss out on interview requests due to faulty spam filters.
Stick to Gmail, iCloud, or an email connected to your personal
domain.

If you love what you do, it should show...on your resume.
Those who spend time becoming good at what they do
bring passion to their resume and experience by doing
projects on their own.  Companies want to hire people
who love what they do, do it well, and can bring their
expertise to the job daily.

SPELLING AND GRAMMATICAL ERRORS

LACK OF RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

If your resume is tough to navigate and doesn't follow a
logical format, you'll likely be rejected
If your resume is cluttered, or just plain ugly and tough
to read...you know the drill

 

What gets recruiters to reject your resume...

LACK OF DEMONSTRATED INTEREST

In the age of spell check, nothing sticks out more than a spelling
or grammatical error.  There are no excuses when Word and
Google Docs point out when you've misspelled something and
used incorrect grammar 

This is just weird and rarely ever comes off anything other than
arrogant.
To avoid this, just use bullet points and remove I/my, He/She,
His/Her

While you won't always be a fit for every position,
applying to roles that are completely irrelevant just clogs
up the systeam.  

UGLY/BAD FORMATTING

WRITTEN IN THE THIRD PERSON

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS
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PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO...

The bulk of your resume is likely made up of the bullet points listed under your experiences, but unless there’s something that
catches your reader’s eye, he/she may never even make it to the meat of your resume.

To combat this, pull up the sections that allow for the use of more keywords to the top third of the page, such as your skills
section or summary statement.

Then comb through the job description to find what words, skills, or qualifications keep coming up. Pick out your strengths from
what you’ve found, and make sure a reader doesn’t have to go very far to find something he or she would be interested in.

 

 

CALL ATTENTION TO KEYWORDS

Relevancy to the job description and requirements is extremely important.  Recruiters get candidates that apply to jobs that are
completely incompatible with their backgrounds or skill sets so it can really clutter up their pipelines.

Your resume should highlight the requirements of the job to which you are applying.  Review the job description and add in
areas of experience that might be appropriate.  Content that does not relate to the job and does not address what
qualifications a candidate has for a job can absolutely eliminate a candidate who may have accomplished many of the tasks
that job is looking for, but was not articulated in the resume.

 

APPROPRIATENESS FOR THE ROLE
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WE ALSO CARE ABOUT...

RELATED SIDE AND ACADEMIC PROJECTS
Relevant academic projects should definitely be included in your resume (if you're still in school or recently graduated; remove this after
your first job). The same goes for side projects that you’ve tackled outside of work or school. As long as you are clearly labeling this
experience as project work, you should absolutely list it in your resume. Don’t make the assumption that only full-time, paid experiences
can be on your resume.

One way to do this is to create a “Projects” section. Here, you would write about your project work the same way you would for work
experience.

Format it similarly to help the recruiter understand that this, too, is valuable experience that should be evaluated when considering your
candidacy for the position you are interested in.

 

 

No matter how clear your own personal brand is, it’s hard to compete with the brands of established companies.If you’ve worked
at/interned at a brand name company like Facebook, HBO, Morgan Stanley, or Gucci, you better believe a recruiter will spare an
extra minute or two to see what you did there. This means making sure that if you have any well-known companies on your
resume, you’re either bolding your company names or writing them in all-caps.

 

COMPANY BRANDS
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AND...

PUT YOUR EXPERTISE AND SKILLS AT THE TOP
These are the things that you’ll ultimately be bringing to any new employer, so make sure they’re near the top where a recruiter can
easily see them.

Use action verbs when describing your accomplishments and back it up with quantitative data when you can.
For example, say that you increased sales by 30%, or that decisions you made led to a 150% decrease in operational costs. This is the
area where you should feel free to go in depth.

 

This is not the time to get fancy. You want potential employers to get the most information from your resume as quickly as possible.

Your resume should follow a standard hierarchy that all recruiters are used to looking at. Recruiters develop this mental model that
allows them to extract the most important bits.

Make sure these six items are easily digestible: your name, your current title and company, your previous title and company, your
previous position start and end dates, your current position start and end dates, and education.

 

 

 

DON'T BE CREATIVE
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OH AND...

CONTACT INFO
Include your mobile phone number and an email address you’ve designated for your job search. If you haven’t set up your phone to receive
voicemails or recorded a voicemail greeting, do this before sending out your resume.

When selecting your email address, I recommend using one on a platform like Gmail (or use your school email address) that incorporates
your professional name and is dedicated to job-search and networking activities.  

CHECK THIS EMAIL EVERY COUPLE OF HOURS - Recruiters will send out a bunch of outreach and schedule phone interviews with the
candidates that respond back the fastest.  Wait a day or two and you may find that they've moved on and are no longer responsive. 

Make sure your email address is professional.  Do not let an email address like nycbabe@yahoo.com get you rejected from a potential
interview.

 

 

If you do not live in the city of the job/internship you are applying to, write on your resume that you want to relocate to that city, or better
yet that you ARE relocating (only if it’s true).

Otherwise, the recruiter might get lazy and think: this person probably wants to work remotely, or may need to be convinced to relocate, may be
expensive to relocate … blah blah, so many other excuses to reject you.

It’s no longer necessary to include your full mailing address at the top of your resume. Instead, share the city, state, and zip code if you’re
searching for a job close to home, or remove location information entirely if you’re interested in relocating for work.

 

 

 

LOCATION
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The 6 Sections of Your
Resume
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Name
Email Address (make sure this is
professional)
Phone Number
LinkedIn profile
Location, if relevant (you don't need to
include your full mailing address, just city
and state)
Complementary Online Presence: Online
Portfolio, Website, GitHub, Dribble, etc.

This section should include your:

A Career Summary subtly reveals the desire for a job while showcasing the best hard and soft skill sets you have to offer. It serves as the
introductory paragraph to your resume, gives a basic outline for the hiring manager to follow, and explains what you have to offer to the
position.

Use this section to SEO your resume by leveraging skills and experience that would be relevant to the position.  Include hard and soft skills
that would make you a strong fit.

A Career Objective is helpful for entry-level candidates who may have limited work experience, but want to convey interest in a certain
type of role in a specific location.  If you don't live in the city you're applying to, but plan on relocating, this is a good place to share this as
this is often a reason recruiters will immediately reject candidates.

 

 

 
 

CONTACT INFO1.

2. CAREER SUMMARY/OBJECTIVE

CONTACT INFO EXAMPLES

Name | name@gmail.com | Phone | linkedin/com/in/yourname

Name | name@gmail.com | Phone | linkedin/com/in/yourname | Los Angeles | www.mysite.com

Name | name@gmail.com | Phone | linkedin/com/in/yourname | Relocating to Los Angeles in
September 2020
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Driven, self-motivated, and tech-savvy UCLA
graduate with a BA in Marketing with experience
driving organic social media growth and engagement
on Instagram, Facebook, and Snapchat. Looking for a
Social Media Marketing Coordinator role in New
York City.

Data-driven, growth-oriented Product Manager with
strong communication skills and a track record of
delivering product growth from MVP to 100x looking
for Product Management opportunities in Los
Angeles. Demonstrated ability to juggle multiple
projects, while balancing empathy and intuition of
users, and working cross-functionally.

Motivated, hard-working, and analytical recent
Emory University graduate with a BA in Economics
and experience performing quantitative and
qualitative analysis on large, complex data sets using
SQL and Python looking for Data Analyst roles in
Chicago.

High energy, highly organized and detail-oriented
Marketing Coordinator with 2 years of digital
marketing experience. Strong experience delivering
results utilizing marketing automation products like
Hubspot and Braze, as well as, email service
providers such as Mailchimp.

 

 

 

 

You have a few sentences to capture your reader's attention, tell them
who you are and what you have to offer. So, what do you include when
you're limited on space?
 
To help you get started, I've put together some questions for you to fill
in below.
 

CAREER SUMMARY EXAMPLESWriting Your Career Summary/Objective

Who are you and what you do? What type of role are you applying
for?

Which keywords are popular/desirable in your desired position?
What experiences, skills, and characteristics matter in your target
jobs?

What are your most impactful selling points? What soft skills do you
have that make you stand out? What hard skills do you bring to the
table?  Did you go to a great school? Relevant major?

Now, weave these into 1-2 sentences that leverage relevant
keywords and most vividly describe you.
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Employer
City, State of Employer (there's no need to include the
address)
Dates of Employment (02/2017-04/2020 is
preferable; though February 2017-April 2020 works)
Your Title
Lead with strong action verbs
Quantifiable achievements (use numbers to measure
success, when possible)

People—did you lead a group or make it possible
for a task to be done by fewer people?
Time—did you speed up processes or achieve a
result quickly? How quickly?
Money—did your work lead to sales, revenue or
cost savings?

Brief description and job responsibilities
Skills that match the job description (use this as an
opportunity to highlight relevant skills and SEO your
resume)
Include only relevant experience
Use reverse-chronological order (most recent
experience first)

This section is the heart of your resume and where
employers look to see what job titles you've held in the
past. This section should include the following:
 

Responsible for a cohesive marketing strategy using web, social, email,
and SEO/SEM.  Identified KPIs and long-term goals focused on ROI and
growth.
Implemented a robust content marketing strategy increasing targeted
social media traffic 781% and new use acquisitions 1,340% in 6 months.
Improved SEO performance leading to 190% increase in non-branded
organic traffic.
Increased email engagement 140% while reducing email costs by 600%.

 

3. WORK EXPERIENCE

WORK EXPERIENCE

Great Company, City, State                                                                05/2019 - Present
Marketing Specialist

Great Company, City, State                                                                04/2017-05/2019
Marketing Coordinator

Managed online marketing efforts for e-commerce (B2C) and franchise
sales (B2B)
Improved SEO, social media and brand loyalty resulting in $4 million in
yearly online sales
Increased web traffic 500% as the project lead on rebranding, website
redesign, and social media adoption.

 

WORK EXPERIENCE EXAMPLE
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4. EDUCATION

Name of Institution (start with your most
recent/highest degree)
City, State of School (there's no need to include the
address)
Year of Graduation or Years Attended (or expected
graduation date)
Degree
Major(s)/Minor(s)
GPA (only if above a 3.5 and if you're a recent grad)
Awards, Honors, Scholarships
Certifications
Societies (if applicable to the jobs for which you're
applying)
Coursework, but only if it's absolutely pertinent to the
job you're applying (use the title of the course and not
course numbers)

Hiring managers and recruiters are looking for a few basic
pieces of information when they scan your education
section:
 

University of Notre Dame, South Bend, IN                                                                                05/2019
BA in Marketing, Minor in Sociology (GPA: 3.78)

EDUCATION EXAMPLES

University of California, Berkeley                                                                                                   06/2018
Bachelors degree in Computer Science
Minor in Statistics (GPA: 3.8)

Emory University, College of Arts and Science                                                                 Atlanta, GA                   
B.S.  in Applied Mathematics & Computer Science                                                 December 2017
Cumulative GPA: 3.64

University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL                                                                      Expected  May 2021
BSBA  in Finance, Minor in Management  (GPA: 3.9)                   
Honors: Provost's List (all semesters), President's Scholarship
Societies: University of Miami Women in Business, Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity

Villanova University, Villanova, PA                                                                                                 May 2018                
B.A. Economics and Cultural Studies (double major)                
 
School for International Training: International Honors Program          08/2016-12/2016
Study Abroad: New York City, Sao Paolo, Cape Town, South Africa, Ahmedabad
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Where Does the Education Section Go?
 
Where you choose to put your education on your resume depends on where you are in your career. For instance, if you’re a recent
graduate with little to no experience, your education section is your best asset and should be put at the top of your resume (above
Work Experience).
 
If you have professional experience, you should let that be the focus, opting to place your education section below Work
Experience.
 

You can either spell out your degree “Master of Arts” or just
use initials “MA”
You can either use periods to separate initials “M.A.” or “MA”
You can write out the name of your major “MA in Psychology”
or simply separate your degree from your major with a comma
“MA, Psychology.”

Multiple Degrees
 
When organizing the different schools you attended, list them in
reverse chronological order (the highest degree earned should be
at the top).  For example, your master’s degree should be listed
above your bachelor’s degree.
 
If you've graduated college, you don’t need to list your high school
degree. Your high school information should only be included if you
are still attending high school or college. If you’ve graduated from
college, the higher degree can take the place of your high school
degree on your resume.
 

Study Abroad
 
Adding a study abroad semester or year to
your resume can show employers that you’re a
go-getter. This information doesn’t need to
take up much space, and should be included in
the education section as well.
 
The correct place to put study abroad on your
resume is just below the university you
graduated from. You can format it the same
way as you format the other institutions
attended.
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5. SKILLS

 To allow a recruiter/hiring manager to quickly figure out whether you have the skills to do the job...quickly
To help you add keywords to your resume that help improve your ranking in an ATS

Hard skills are those of your skills that you’ve acquired through deliberate effort. They can be learned, taught, and measured.
Examples of hard skills include: English, Spanish, HTML, Python, copywriting, data analysis, SEO, SEM,  and others.

Soft skills are closely tied to one’s personality traits. They arise from your previous experiences and the environment you grew up
in. These could be your leadership, communication, or other interpersonal skills. As opposed to hard skills, soft skills cannot be
easily taught. Examples of soft skills include: problem-solving, negotiating, multitasking, time management, presenting, and
others.

The skills section of your resume serves two purposes: 
1.
2.

 
In broad terms, a skill is an ability to perform certain tasks well. Some skills can be measured and you acquire them through deliberate
effort, others are related to your personality traits.
 
There are several key types of skills: soft skills, hard skills, domain-general, and domain-specific skills.
 

 

 
Both types of skills are highly valued by employers and have an important role to play in your job search.
 
Your hard skills are the foundation upon which your entire application is built. They give you a fighting chance to score the job you
want.
 
Your soft skills, on the other hand, are that something extra that can make your application stand out. They give you an edge over
other equally capable candidates.
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What skills should you put on your resume?
 
A good exercise would be to search 10-20 job postings for positions that you would be interested in.
 
 

5. SKILLS

Hard Skills you possess:Top requirements (Hard Skills):

Top requirements (Soft Skills): Soft Skills you possess:
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Additional Soft Skills:

Assess your competition.
Do a search for people employed in your target industry (or
even job/company) on LinkedIn.  

5. SKILLS - continued

Additional Hard Skills:
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OPTIMIZING YOUR KEYWORDS/SKILLS

market, marketed, marketer, marketing
strategize, strategized, strategist, strategizing
test, tested, tester, testing
schedule, scheduled, scheduler, scheduling

Optimizing your resume keywords isn’t as simple as stuffing industry-specific skills and jargon into your resume.
It’s about tweaking the keywords already in your resume to match the job description.
 
For example, if you’re a graphic designer, you probably have a lot of experience with Adobe Creative Cloud,
Adobe’s software bundle that includes standards like Photoshop and Illustrator. But say the job description
mentions only “Adobe Creative Suite,” its former name. If you have “Adobe Creative Cloud” on your resume but
the hiring manager searches the applicant tracking system for “Adobe Creative Suite,” you could be excluded
from the results even though you possess the exact skillset they’re looking for. In this example, you want to
optimize your Adobe experience by changing the resume keyword to “Adobe Creative Suite.”
 
Resume Keywords Tip: Tense and Format Matters 
 
A few ATS recognize tenses, plurals, and other word variations, but most only find exact matches. That means
that if a recruiter searches for “project manager,” you won’t come up as a search result if your resume only
includes the phrases “managing projects,” “project managed,” and “project management.”
 
Other examples: 

 
The best practice for determining which tense or form to use with your resume keywords is to mirror the job
description.  If “manager” is used frequently in the job description but your resume says “Managed team of 11
engineers,” simply rewrite it to say “Manager to a team of 11 engineers.”
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TOP HARD SKILLS/KEYWORDS
Below is a list of the hard skills and keywords that appear most frequently in job descriptions. These are the top
resume keywords recruiters, hiring managers, and applicant tracking system algorithms are looking for when vetting
applicants. 
 
These examples demonstrate the types of keywords to include in your resume. To boost your chances of getting
past an applicant tracking system and landing a job interview, be sure to tailor your resume keywords to the specific
job for which you’re applying. 
 
This list of keywords includes variations of the same words and phrases, for example Microsoft Office, MS Office,
and Microsoft Office Suite. This isn’t a mistake. The levels of sophistication vary between applicant tracking
systems, but most cannot differentiate between synonyms, abbreviations, or similar skills.
 
Rank higher in the applicant tracking system or a recruiter’s search results by matching your resume keywords
to exactly what’s in the job description.
 

social media
automation
lifecycle
modeling
investigation
SQL
editing
purchasing
KPIs
hospital
forecasts
acquisition
expenses      
certification

design
operations
technical
training
sales
marketing
reporting
compliance
strategy
research
analytical
engineering
accounting
regulations

policies
budget
finance
project management
health
customer service
documentation
content
presentation
brand
product development
networking
recruiting
product management

metrics
CRM
legal
engagement
database
analytics
distribution
coaching
testing
vendors
consulting
writing
contracts
inventory

retail
healthcare
regulatory
scheduling
construction
logistics
mobile
correspondence
controls
human resources
specifications
specifications
recruitment
procurement
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TOP HARD SKILLS/KEYWORDS
partnership
partnerships
management experience
negotiation
hardware
programming
agile
forecasting
advertising
business development
audit
architecture
supply chain
governance
staffing
continuous
improvementSAP
troubleshooting
computer science
budgeting
electrical
customer experience
economics
information technology
QA
software development
Oracle
Java
internship
Facebook

change management
video
invoices
administrative support
payments
lean
process improvement
installation
risk management
transactions
investigations
payroll
R (programming
language)
data analysis
statistics
coding
protocols
program management
quality assurance
windows
banking
outreach
sourcing
Microsoft Office
merchandising
fashion
HTML
publications
business requirements

Salesforce
documenting
information systems
business administration
consumers
financial services
legislation
strategic planning
MS Office
counseling
technical support
frameworks
performance
management
BI
pharmaceutical
ERP
fulfillment
positioning
tax
service delivery
investigate
editorial
account management
business process
PR
public relations
Javascript
digital marketing
Linux

branding
life cycle
real estate
relationship management
researching
process improvements
chemistry
SaaS
CAD
sales experience
mathematics
customer-facing
audio
project management skills
six sigma
hospitality
mechanical engineering
auditing
employee relations
Android
security clearance
licensing
Adobe
fundraising
ISO
market research
business strategy
PMP
data management
data science

business analysis
financial analysis
ecommerce
e-commerce
business intelligence
Nodejs
Node.js
client service
publishing
supervising
complex projects
key performance indicators
Scrum
Photoshop
sports
journalism
Python
data collection
marketing programs
financial management
business plans
user experience
client relationships
cloud
analytical skills
Cisco
internal stakeholders
product marketing
regulatory requirements
marketing strategy
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TOP HARD SKILLS/KEYWORDS
design
operations
technical
training
sales
marketing
reporting
compliance
strategy
research
analytical
engineering
policies
budget
finance
project management
health
customer service
documentation
content
presentation
brand
safety
certification
accounting
regulations
metrics
ITIL
information security
C#

product development
networking
recruiting
product management
CRM
legal
engagement
database
analytics
distribution
coaching
testing
vendors
consulting
writing
contracts
inventory
retail
healthcare
regulatory
scheduling
construction
logistics
mobile
correspondence
controls
human resources
AutoCAD
purchase orders
acquisitions

strategic direction
technical skills
business cases
build relationships
specifications
recruitment
procurement
partnership
partnerships
management experience
negotiation
hardware
programming
agile
forecasting
advertising
business development
audit
architecture
supply chain
governance
staffing
continuous improvement
SAP
troubleshooting
computer science
budgeting
electrical
customer experience
information technology

start-up
electrical engineering
workflows
routing
non-profit
marketing plans
due diligence
business management
iPhone
algorithms
architectures
reconcile
dynamic environment
external partners
asset management
Microsoft Word
EMEA
SOPs
SAS
digital media
prospecting
financial reporting
project delivery
SEO
operational excellence
standard operating procedures
supply chain management

technical knowledge
talent management
stakeholder management
tablets
CMS
analyze data
financial statements
Microsoft Office Suite
case management
value proposition
industry trends
RFP
broadcast
portfolio management
fabrication
UX
financial performance
customer requirements
psychology
marketing materials
resource management
physics
mortgage
development activities
end user
business planning
root cause analysis
leadership development
relationship building
SDLC
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TOP HARD SKILLS/KEYWORDS
on-boarding
quality standards
regulatory compliance
AWS
KPI
status reports
product line
drafting
JIRA
product knowledge
business stakeholders
technical issues
admissions
supervisory experience
usability
pharmacy
commissioning
project plan
MS Excel
FDA
test plans
variances
UI
financing
medical device
counsel
inventory management
performance metrics
InDesign
performance improvement

management consulting
graphic design
transport
information management
.NET
startup
matrix
front-end
project planning
business systems
accounts receivable
public health
HRIS
instructional design
data center
MATLAB
employee engagement
cost effective
sales management
API
Adobe Creative Suite
Twitter
program development
event planning
cash flow
strategic plans
root cause
vendor management
segmentation
contract management

data quality
strategic initiatives
CFA
big data
journal entries
VMware
statistical analysis
datasets
alliances
SolidWorks
prototype
budget management
RFPs
GAAP
experimental
CPG
customer facing
process development
web services
revenue growth
software development life cycle
operations management
internal audit
sales operations
SQL Server
business continuity
iOS

strategic direction
technical skills
business cases
build relationships
specifications
recruitment
procurement
partnership
partnerships
management experience
negotiation
hardware
programming
agile
forecasting
advertising
business development
audit
architecture
supply chain
governance
staffing
continuous improvement
SAP
troubleshooting
computer science
budgeting
electrical
customer experience
information technology

talent acquisition
photography
internal communications
client services
IBM
financial reports
product quality
strong analytical skills
underwriting
CPR
mining
sales goals
scripting
migration
software engineering
therapeutic
general ledger
Tableau
MS Project
standardization
retention
media relations
daily operations
product design
ETL
field sales
benchmark
quality management
APIs
test cases
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TOP HARD SKILLS/KEYWORDS
on-boarding
quality standards
regulatory compliance
AWS
KPI
status reports
product line
drafting
JIRA
product knowledge
business stakeholders
technical issues
admissions
supervisory experience
usability
pharmacy
commissioning
project plan
MS Excel
FDA
test plans
variances
UI
financing
medical device
counsel
inventory management
performance metrics
InDesign
performance improvement

management consulting
graphic design
transport
information management
.NET
startup
matrix
front-end
project planning
business systems
accounts receivable
public health
HRIS
instructional design
data center
MATLAB
employee engagement
cost effective
sales management
API
Adobe Creative Suite
Twitter
program development
event planning
cash flow
strategic plans
root cause
vendor management
segmentation
contract management

Top Soft Skills: 
 
Effective communication
skills
Teamwork
Dependability
Adaptability
Conflict resolution
Flexibility
Leadership
Problem-solving
Research
Creativity
Work ethic
Integrity
Creativity
Critical thinking
Design aptitude
Desire to learn
Flexibility
Innovation
Logical thinking
Research
Resourcefulness
Troubleshooting
Willingness to learn
Decisive
Motivated
Cooperative
Enthusiastic

strategic direction
technical skills
business cases
build relationships
specifications
recruitment
procurement
partnership
partnerships
management experience
negotiation
hardware
programming
agile
forecasting
advertising
business development
audit
architecture
supply chain
governance
staffing
continuous improvement
SAP
troubleshooting
computer science
budgeting
electrical
customer experience
information technology

talent acquisition
photography
internal communications
client services
IBM
financial reports
product quality
strong analytical skills
underwriting
CPR
mining
sales goals
scripting
migration
software engineering
therapeutic
general ledger
Tableau
MS Project
standardization
retention
media relations
daily operations
product design
ETL
field sales
benchmark
quality management
APIs
test cases
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6. EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES/HOBBIES/INTERESTS

Listing extracurricular activities can help to fill out a resume that is short on professional experience. If you did not
have multiple internships or work experience, you may not have much work history to include on your first post-
graduation resume. 
To help fill white space and show your professional potential, you can highlight extracurricular activities instead.  If
you earned any awards or acknowledgments from the activities' leadership, you should also include them as one of
your bullets.

If you’re a leader/member of any professional clubs or associations, you should consider including them. 
Even if the club memberships are hobby-oriented, your role in the club can speak volumes about you. 
If the job you’re applying for is highly people-oriented, whether it be dealing with customers or interacting with co-
workers, club memberships can really show off your abilities with working well with others.
Key skills: Leadership, Communication, Collaboration, Organization

Many companies are actively involved in their local communities, so any community involvement or volunteer work
you reference could easily be considered relevant. 
If you’ve done any regular volunteering—with or without your relevant work skills—consider including the role(s) in
a separate resume section (titled something like “Volunteer Experience”).
Key Skills: Time management, Communication, Multitasking, Independence, Problem solving

If you're a student or recent graduate with minimal work experience:
 

 
 
 
Club Exec/Board Positions

 
Volunteer Work/Community Involvement

8 EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES TO PUT ON A RESUME
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES/HOBBIES/INTERESTS

A reference to the sports you play on a regular basis can be a great way to enhance some of the soft skills listed on your
resume, such as being a team player, being able to work well with others, or having leadership abilities. 
Plus, maybe the employer has a sports team, or supports a local one, and would be interested in a sports-knowledgeable
employee.
Key Skills: Collaboration, Creativity, Communication, Work ethic

Often a major part of the college experience, sororities and fraternities are where many find their social circle. However,
outside of developing interpersonal relationships, members of Greek life also need to have leadership and organization skills
to pull off the social events they hold.
These skills become invaluable to hiring managers who are looking to fill positions where a friendly demeanor and the ability
to work well with others is particularly desirable, making Greek life a great addition to your resume.
Key Skills: Collaboration, Interpersonal, Leadership, Organization

Blogging is an interest that can easily be made relevant to your desired position. Blogging shows the ability to create, to
communicate, to network, to market, and more.
Just keep in mind that as a general rule, personal blogs should be avoided if there is any content that’s not appropriate to
share professionally.
Key Skills: Communication (written), Dedication, Time management, Multitasking

Whether you were involved in music, visual art, dance, or theater, being a creative requires a lot of time and effort spent on
honing your craft. Through your creative endeavors, you’ve also had to dig in and collaborate to put on successful shows or
productions and achieve your artistic vision.
Your ability to come together and work hard to reach your mutual goals is a treasured quality in an employee, which is a
strong reason to include the arts in your resume.
Key Skills: Creativity, Attention to Detail, Collaboration, Work ethic

Sports

 
Sorority / Fraternity

 
Blogging

 
Arts
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES/HOBBIES/INTERESTS

As a member of the student government, you have plenty of experience planning activities for the student body and
addressing student needs.To accomplish all of this, you’re used to exercising leadership responsibility, as well as working
with the other members of the SGA to organize events and communicate the SGA agenda to the student body. Since you’re
such a capable person, employers are sure to find you an appealing candidate!
Key Skills: Leadership skills, Collaboration, Communication, Organization

A foreign language is a strong choice to include on your resume because being proficient/fluent in an additional language can
be valuable to certain companies who sell to customers internationally.
Foreign language ability also indicates that you’ll be a hardworking employee who has the communication skills to converse
with customers from diverse backgrounds.
Key Skills: Communication, Critical Thinking, Work ethic, Dedication

Student Government

 
Fluency in a Foreign Language

 
 

If you've graduated college and have experience, try to condense your activities to only the most important.
You should treat the space on your resume as valuable real estate.  Each word should serve to help you match
to a job or get a recruiter/hiring manager excited about speaking with you.  Extracurricular activities, hobbies
and interests can serve as a talking point in an interview, but won't be what ultimately gets you hired.  So
choose wisely.
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Common Resume Mistakes
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Begin your sentences with action verbs when describing your experience.  (see Action Verb Cheat Sheet)

Then, show the results of those actions, and explain how you accomplished those results. 

Bear in mind that action verbs are not the same as keywords. Keywords are nouns or short phrases. Combine keywords and action
verbs:

 

 

 
Implemented project management system, increasing production rate 50%.

 
"Implemented" is an action verb; "project management system" is a keyword phrase.

ACTION VERBS

Most resumes are written in first person but without actually using "I."
 
Third person is when the resume refers to you as Ms. Jones or by your first name, or uses words such as “he/his,” “she/hers” or
“they/them/their.”  Do NOT use the third person as it often comes off sounding arrogant.
 
For most resumes, the use of an implied first person is preferable. If you are having trouble with the first person usage, write out your
accomplishments first using "I" to ensure that you are staying consistent with your wording, and then go back and cut out the reference to
yourself.
 

For example, you might write:                                                            This would then be changed to:
I reduced production costs by 50%.                                                 Reduced production costs 50%.

 
Begin with your action and then show the result.

FIRST PERSON
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These are again your action verbs that typically end in "-ed": managed, maintained, supervised, oversaw, overcame, ran, etc.
 
When referring to jobs or projects you are currently involved with, use the present tense, but for that particular job or project only.
 
For example, use the present tense for your current position if you are employed, and use the past tense for positions prior to the
current job. Using the preceding words, they would be used as: manage, maintain, supervise, oversee, overcome, and run.

TENSE
REMAIN CONSISTENT WITH YOUR USE OF TENSE (PAST, PRESENT, OR FUTURE)

When describing what you already did on the job or in school projects, use the past tense.

Articles are "a," "an," and "the" and should be omitted when possible.
 
Why?
 
You do not need to use unnecessary words in your resume; these take up valuable space. 
 Again, the tighter your writing, the better.
 
Eliminating articles is one of those rules broken for resume writing.  As with all rules, use it
consistently. If some sentences use articles, but not all, your resume will not "flow" and
could be distracting to your reader, something you want to avoid at all costs.

USE OF ARTICLES
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PERIODS - mark the end of a sentence
 
In resume writing, incomplete sentences (fragments) are used frequently. The primary issue is to be consistent in your use of
periods throughout your resume.
 
COMMAS - denote a slight pause or separate items in a list and are used in compound sentences
 
A compound sentence joins two main clauses with a conjunction. Conjunctions are "and," "but," "or," "nor," "for," "yet," and "so." 
 When writing a compound sentence, use a comma before the conjunction.

PUNCTUATION

THE SERIAL COMMA
The serial comma is used following the last item in a list, as in the following sentence:
 

She went to the store to buy bananas, apples, bread, cheese, and milk.
 
The serial comma is the one preceding the word "and."  It prevents ambiguity, particularly if the list contains grouped items that
require the use of "and" as in the following example:
 

His collection of photographs included prints, slides, black and white, and color.
 
Without the serial comma separating "black and white" from "and color," the sentence could be confusing.
 
Be mindful when listing skills or grouped items in your resume.
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Proper nouns and names should be capitalized, such as the names of schools and universities.

Headings should be capitalized consistently throughout the document.

Do NOT capitalize a word just because it seems important. That said, position titles are often capitalized, even if not technically
a proper noun.

In resume writing, position titles should be capitalized, as it denotes a specific position and draws attention to that position.

 

 

 

CAPITALIZATION

NUMBERS
For resume writing, the “best” approach is to show all numbers in number format for consistency and to save space.

Similarly, figures, particularly money, should also be shown consistently throughout.  As a general rule, aim for a short
format. For example, $10M uses much less space than ten million dollars.

Whichever approach you use, be consistent. Do not decide to write a number below 10 in one section and then list it
numerically in others.

 

 

TYPOS AND MISPELLED WORDS
What you do not want to be consistent with is typos and misspelled words.

Relying on your computer's spelling and grammar check is not enough.

Many words can be missed that are spelled correctly but used in the wrong context or with a completely different
meaning, such as affect/effect, or their/there/they’re.
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WORDS COMMONLY USED INCORRECTLY IN RESUMES
The following is a short list of commonly misused words. Your grammar and spell check will often not pick out these words if
they are used incorrectly, because they will be spelled correctly but used in the wrong context. If in doubt, ask someone else
to proofread your resume for you.  These mistakes can take what looks like a great candidate out of the mix quickly.

ACCEPT/EXCEPT
To accept is to receive something. She accepted his apology.
Except is a preposition that means but or with the exception of.  I would use accept, except it is not the correct word.

AFFECT/EFFECT
To "affect" is to influence or change. He affected her emotions.
An "effect" is the result of something, as in cause and effect.

IT'S/ITS
While the apostrophe typically denotes a possessive, in this case, "it's" means it is, and "its" is the possessive.

THEIR/THERE/THEY'RE

"Their" is a possessive; something belongs to them and it is theirs.
"There" is where something is; it is over there.
"They're" is where they are; they're (they are) over there.
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MORE WORDS COMMONLY USED INCORRECTLY IN RESUMES

THEN/THAN

"Then" is when something will happen and means next or consequently. I will go to the store and then go home.
"Than" indicates a difference. Chocolate is better than vanilla.

TO/TOO/TWO

To" is a function word indicating an action or process. I want to write my resume.
"Too" indicates an excessive amount of something. I am too tired to write my resume.
"Two" is the number that follows one and precedes three.

IT'S/ITS

"Whose" is a possessive. Whose resume is it?
"Who's" means who is. Who's at the door?

YOUR/YOU'RE
"Your" is a possessive. It is your turn.
"You're" means you are. You’re correct.
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DASHES

Plenty of people use hyphens on a regular basis, but most are unfamiliar with the difference between en and em dashes.
The distinction between the two is important because a hiring manager probably does know the difference. Writing that
you’ve “managed a team of 5-10 people” may seem okay to you, but an en dash ( – ) is what you should actually be using
for all date ranges or time spans.

The hyphen is the shortest of the three and is used most commonly to combine words (compounds such as “well-
being” and “advanced-level,” for example) and to separate numbers that are not inclusive (phone numbers and Social
Security numbers, for example). On computer keyboards, the hyphen appears on the bottom half of the key located on
the top row between the “0” and the equals mark (=).

The em dash is the mark of punctuation most of us think of when we hear the term dash in regard to a sentence. It is
significantly longer than the hyphen. We use the em dash to create a strong break in the structure of a sentence.

Dashes can be used in pairs like parentheses—that is, to enclose a word, or a phrase, or a clause (as we’ve done here)—
or they can be used alone to detach one end of a sentence from the main body. Dashes are particularly useful in a
sentence that is long and complex or in one that has a number of commas within it.

The en dash is slightly longer than the hyphen but not as long as the em dash. (It is, in fact, the width of a typesetter’s
letter “N,” whereas the em dash is the width of the letter “M”—thus their names.) The en dash means, quite simply,
“through.” We use it most commonly to indicate inclusive dates and numbers: July 9–August 17; pp. 37–59.

If you could substitute words like “through” or “to,” you should be using an en dash. Microsoft Word automatically
creates this mark if you type a space before and after the hyphen, but make sure to delete these after the mark appears.
“Managed a team of 5–10 marketing interns” is what you want.
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Good Luck!
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Please reach out if you need help.  
Email us at hello@pathmatch.com if you have any questions.


